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 Karen Latter nearing the top of the fine 
Open Secret, Stone Valley Crag.
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Waterfall Buttress

Gairloch (short loch)

This is the ancient parish between Loch Torridon and Outer Loch Broom. The sea lochs 
of Gair Loch, Loch Ewe, Little Loch Broom and Gruinard Bay split the coastline into a 
number of low-lying peninsulas. Sandwiched between Little Loch Broom to the north 
and Loch Maree to the south, “the great wilderness” of the Letterewe and Fisherfield 

‘Forests’ contains the renowned remote Carn Mor and the contrasting Beinn Lair, which 
presents the greatest escarpment of Hornblende Schist in the country. At the east end 
of Loch Maree, the varied quartzite walls of the Bonaid Dhonn on the southern slopes 
of the more readily accessible Beinn a’ Mhuinidh give some atmospheric routes with 
a fine outlook down the loch. By contrast, around the periphery of the mountains is 
a fine varied range of easily accessible low lying outcrops, all composed of excellent 
rough Lewisian gneiss. Recent developments have uncovered a fine range of routes 

Gairloch
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of all grades, many on glaringly obvious venues that must have been driven past on 
innumerable occasions by countless generations of climbers.
accommodation: Bunkhouses: Ledgowan Lodge Bunkhouse & Campsite, 
Achnasheen (p 01445 720252; www.ledgowanlodge.co.uk); Kinlochewe Hotel 
Bunkhouse (p 01445 760253; www.kinlochewehotel.co.uk); Auchtercairn Hostel, 
Gairloch (Mar-Nov; p 01445 712131); Sail Mhor Croft Hostel (p 01854 633224; 
www.sailmhor.co.uk) at Camusnagaul (1.8 miles/3km west of Dundonnell). 
Youth hostel: Carn Dearg (May – Sept; p 01445 712219) on the north shore of Loch 
Gairloch, 2.4miles/4km west down the B8021 from Gairloch.
campsites: Taagan Campsite, 1.5 miles north-west of Kinlochewe; Sands Holiday 
Centre, Gairloch (p 01445 712512; www.highlandcaravancamping.co.uk); Gairloch 
Holiday Park, Strath (p 01445 712373; www.gairlochcaravanpark.com); Inverewe 
Caravan & Camping Club Site, Poolewe (p 01445 781249; www.campingandcara-
vaningclub.co.uk); Gruinard Bay Caravan Park, Laide (p 01445 731225; www.gruinard.
scotshost.co.uk); Northern Lights Campsite, Badcaul (Apr – Aug; 01697 371379); 
Badrallach Bothy & Camping Site (p 01854 633281; www.badrallach.com) on north side 
of Little Loch Broom, 5.7 miles/9km from Dundonnell. Wild camping may be possible by 
the beach at Redpoint. 
club huts: The Smiddy at Dundonnell, belonging to Glasgow section of JMCS.
amenities: Petrol stations in Kinlochewe, Laide and Dundonnell Hotel. Small supermar-
kets at Kinlochewe, Poolewe, Gairloch & Laide, though most closed on Sundays. The 
Poolewe Hotel is in the village. Tiny swimming pool in Poolewe with Slioch outdoor 
shop at factory nearby. Bridge Cottage Coffee Shop in Poolewe is particularly worth 
a visit. In Kinlochewe, the cafe adjoining the supermarket is good value. There is a 
sports centre in Gairloch with a small though dated-looking climbing wall. Also Bank of 
Scotland with atM in Gairloch. tic: Gairloch (Mar – Oct; p 01445 712071). 

historY
Some of the earliest worthwhile routes in the area 
occurred on the Bonaid Dhonn in 1946 when Jim and Pat 
Bell climbed Route 1 and Route 2. The pair also visited 
a number of other outcrops in the area, recording the 
first climbs around Gruinard Bay with Crack Route and 
Red Slab Route on the left side of Jetty Buttress. Prior 
to these additions, during the Second World War, the 
Highland Field Craft Training Centre used a number 
of crags for training purposes, including Raven’s Nest 
overlooking Loch Tollaidh, no doubt accounting for the 
first ascents of Raven’s Edge and Assault Slab amongst 
others, though nothing was ever recorded at the time.
Throughout 1951 a number of University teams added 
a range of long routes to Beinn Lair, best of the bunch 

being Wisdom Buttress and Bats Gash. The following 
year the first route on the impressive Carn Mor fell to 
Edward Wrangham and Clegg with their Diagonal Route. 
From the mid fifties onwards a number of Cambridge 
University parties then spent some time exploring the 
superb variety of gneiss crags within striking distance of 
the barn at Carnmore. Mike O’Hara and Miss Marjorie 
Langmuir opened up two excellent slabby venues with 
Zebra Slabs on Creag na Gaorach and Dishonour on 
Carnan Ban. O’Hara later returned with Bob Kendell to 
Carnan Ban, adding a further six routes including the 
superb Ecstasy. The jewel amongst all these crags was 
Carn Mor, where O’Hara went on to produce ten routes 
including the now classic Fionn Buttress, climbed with 
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W.Blackwood in 1957. The most notable route of this 
era was O’Hara and George Fraser’s ascent of Dragon, 
breaching the impressive capping roof in the centre of 
the Upper Wall in a stunning position. Many other strong 
teams made the long trek in throughout the sixties. The 
formidable duo of Dougal Haston and Robin Smith paid a 
visit in 1960, resulting in Gob. In the late sixties, Creagh 
Dhu climbers visited, resulting in Balaton from Con 
Higgins and W.Gorman, and Abomination, from John 
McLean, John Cunningham and J.Currey. Geoff Cram and 
Roloff Schipper added the impressive St George, while 
Dick Isherwood and Eddie Birch had a productive day 
with The Sword, their third new route. The following year 
the much-eyed though often wet line of Carnmore Corner 
fell to Rab Carrington and John Jackson.
Tom Patey and Mike Galbraith recorded the first route on 
Tollie Crag in 1966 with The Handrail. Patey also climbed 
on both Jetty Buttress and Goat Crag, accounting for 
some of the earlier routes. At Tollie others soon followed, 
including Chris Jackson and B. Andrews with The Trip, 
John Cunningham and Bill March with Stony Broke, and 
Gudgeon from Jackson and Tom Proctor. A variety of 
teams produced further routes on the Bonaid Dhonn but it 
was Cunningham and March who added two of the best 
lines in 1971 with Vertigo and The Creep. Throughout the 
early seventies various Joint Services Mountain Training 
Centre personnel based at Dundonnell developed Jetty 
Buttress and added some lines on Goat Crag but the 
SMC Journal new climbs editor neglected to record 
them. Around the same time, Pete Botterill & Jeff Lamb 
climbed the very fine The Bug on Upper Tollie Crag with a 
tension traverse near the top.
Carn Mor was brought into the eighties with Dougie 
Mullin’s impressive on-sight lead of the immaculate 
left wall of Carnmore Corner. At E4 6a, Wilderness 
was one of the hardest on-sights in the country at the 
time. Dougie Dinwoodie took over as the main activist 
throughout the eighties, his first significant contribution 
the wonderfully situated pitch of The Orange Bow. A 
productive trip with Graeme Livingston the following 
year produced, over three days, no less than four major 
additions to the Upper Wall including the sustained Lion 

Rampant together with the impressively steep exposed 
slanting roof of Death-Wolf, lead by Livingston. Climbing 
with Andy Nisbet, Dinwoodie later added many other 
lines in the area while checking out the crags for the 
last SMC guide, including Jivaro Crack and The Red 
Crack either side of Carnmore Corner, together with a 
hard Left-Hand Start to his own route The Orange Bow. 
In the late nineties, Gary Latter climbed the surprisingly 
neglected Carnmore Corner Direct, Tim Rankin and Guy 
Robertson bringing things up to date in 2000 with the 
finely positioned Fian Grooves.
Raven’s Crag, near Gairloch was developed throughout 
the early eighties by locally based Steve Chadwick and 
friends, Doug Lang later filling in some of the gaps. 
Around the same period, more of the obvious lines on 
Tollie Crag succumbed, Murray Hamilton climbing the 
obvious arêtes at either end of the crag, and with Rab 
Anderson added Decadent Days. Dougie Dinwoodie 
added the two hardest routes on the crag with Rain in 
the Face and Each Uisge, while Anderson, climbing with 
either Chris Greaves or Grahame Nicoll, cleaned up on 
most of the remaining lines, including a free ascent 
of Gudgeon, and first ascents of North West Orient 
and Gulf Coast Highway. Anderson also added The 
Heretic on the Upper Crag, Kev Howett later creating an 
independent start with Heresy. Further down the loch 
around the same time (1987), the impressive front face 
on Loch Maree Crag saw its first routes from Howett, 
with four impressive extremes on the overhanging front 
face, culminating in the airy and sustained arête Spirit 
Air, together with the hard and committing Jarldom 
Reach. Howett later returned in the early nineties to 
produce two further worthy additions, including the 
excellent Arial, in addition to adding The Shimmer to 
White Wall Crag.
In 1994 a number of crags around Gruinard Bay were 
developed, mainly by John Mackenzie in the company of 
either Graham Cullen or Bob Brown, producing almost 30 
routes from Difficult-E3, with Gruinard Crag and Lochan 
Dubh Crag being particularly significant discoveries. 
The following year others visited, with Martin Moran 
on-sighting Call of the Wild up the left side of the 
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Chadwick, Dave Neville, Alan Winton, Terry Doe and 
Paul Tattersall. Amongst the best of the earlier additions 
are Winton’s Buena Vista, together with a good range 
of middle grade routes on Fraggle Rock, mainly from the 
Buchanans, Doe and Neville. Anderson also slotted in 
a number of hard pitches on Gruinard Crag with Quick 
on the Draw, How the West Was Won and the more 
reasonable Pistolero. Later Paul Thorburn straightened 
out How the West Was Won. Paul Tattersall produced a 
hard test-piece on Jetty Buttress with Gogmagog, added 
a trio of contrasting E4s on Raven’s Nest, including the 
excellent Crossroads and developed Mungasdale Crag, 
with over a dozen short, steep and fingery extremes 
including Bodhisattva, Officer Jesus and Thelonius. 
Further excellent hard finds around Gruinard Bay include 
Scoobie Dubh from Lawrence Hughes, Summer Breeze 
from Anderson and the powerful bouldery Tatapult from 
Tattersall. The nearby Goat Crag also received several 
good well protected hard routes with Tattersall adding 
Homosuperior and Freakshow, and Hughes Twilo Thunder.
Locals, primarily Tattersall and Buchanan, continued to 
exploit the vast potential of many of the roadside crags, 
adding a range of routes to the majority of venues. 2004 
saw the development of a number of fine sport crags in 
the area, initially from Tattersall and Meek. The steep 
slab and walls of Creag nan Luch received the first 
activity, with a good range of routes from F6a+ upwards, 
including Ni Dubh, Toss and the hard Superblue. The 
much steeper Upper Tier was developed the following 
year with a number of harder routes, including the airy 
and exposed King of the Swingers alongside a number of 
hard projects. Also around this time the obvious potential 
for hard routes on the sustained overhanging walls of 
Am Fasgadh was tapped, Colin Meek adding Toiseach; 
Tattersall a clutch of hard routes including Warm Up and 
Tog Balla, and Hughes Black Sox. Other venues were 
soon developed, including a number of shorter easier 
routes on Grass Crag, along with a range of fine longer 
routes on the Central Sector on Goat Crag, including the 
superb lines of Mac Talla and The Prow.

overhanging central wall on the best crag, Lochan Dubh 
Crag. Soon Rab Anderson snatched two of the area’s 
finest technical test-pieces with his ascents of the crack 
lines of Dead Calm and Major-domo, both redpointed.
That same year, 1995, Brown and Mackenzie started to 
develop another major venue, recording over 30 routes 
on the blatantly obvious Stone Valley Crags, overlooking 
the main road between Kinlochewe and Gairloch. They 
first produced Open Secret, soon completing many 
further superb additions, including Bold as Brass and 
Bald Eagle. Mackenzie and Blyth Wright added a fine 
companion nearby with Blood Feud, while on The Dome, 
Brown led the excellent The Thug. Later good harder 
routes appeared from Aviemore based teams comprising 
Ian Taylor, Graeme Ettle and Blyth Wright, with Golden 
Eagle and Cat Burglar ranking among the best. It later 
transpired that Open Secret had previously been climbed 
back in 1989 by Andy Brooks, the initial pitch having 
previously been climbed in 1984 by Steve Chadwick.
The late nineties also saw the rediscovery of the fine 
remote-feeling Carn Goraig, with Mackenzie, Brown 
and Wright all thinking they had found a significant new 
crag, only to be surprised when Fraser Fotheringham and 
Andy Cunningham turned up. Fotheringham and Alex 
Taylor had in fact climbed the inaugural classic Wailing 
Wall and the superb top pitch of Return to Mecca over a 
decade previously.
On the Bonaid Dhonn, Tom Prentice and Charles French 
added three extremes in 1996, the highlight being the 
wonderful long sustained main pitch of Dream Ticket. 
The following year Paul Thorburn redpointed the very 
impressive line of North by North-West, after a bold on-
sight attempt. On the numerous crags overlooking Loch 
Thollaidh, Rab and Chris Anderson added a large number 
of short extremes, recording over 60 routes in total on 
over a dozen crags. Hardest additions were on Gairloch 
Wall, where Dave Cuthbertson climbed the desperate 
bouldery Conquistadors with a pre-clipped peg and 
Rab and Dave both led Old El Pastits. It later transpired 
that many of the routes up to around E2 had previously 
been climbed in the early nineties by a number of locally 
based climbers, including Jim and Mary Buchanan, Steve 
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DESCENT
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“We found many attractive possibilities for the making 
of a delightful and quickly accessible arena for good 
climbing routes of moderate length on steep, sound 
rock.” – Jim Bell, Some New Climbs in the North-West, 
Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal, 1949

This is the escarpment due north of Kinlochewe, 
encircled on its western flanks by a band of Cambrian 
quartzite crags. The outlook over Slioch and down Loch 
Maree is stunning. The translation from the Gaelic refers 
to the prominent waterfall.

BEiNN a’ MhUiNiDh
(MoUNtaiN of thE hEath/pissiNG)

WatErfall BUttrEss
The cliffs flanking the prominent narrow waterfall, Allt 
an Still (swift stream), though a bit broken, offer some 
reasonable routes amidst impressive settings.
access: Turn north off the A832 towards Incheril 
0.3 miles/0.5km east of the Kinlochewe Hotel over a 
bridge. Turn left after a few hundred metres to park by 
the farm after a further 400m. If the parking spot is full, 
there is a larger (signposted) car park to the north-east.
approach: Follow the track through the farm then the 
path heading north-west along the north bank of the 
Kinlochewe River to a fork in the path after just over 
2km. Take the right fork which leads to a small ravine 

after 400m. Slog steeply up the hillside to the base of 
the cliff. a much shorter approach, (saving 20 – 25 
minutes) can be made direct from Taagan, the small 
campsite/farm 1.5 miles/2.4km west of the village. 
Just beyond the farm, follow the track south-east, then 
towards the river. Head back downstream for a couple 
of hundred metres, then wade across the Kinlochewe 
River (wide and shallow at this point, just upstream of 
the ravine) to join the path near where it forks.
Descent: Down steep grass down the right (east) side 
of the waterfall.

NH 024 649 alt: 300m

• 1   Blanco 2 90m severe 4a 
FA Andy Nisbet (solo) 26 April 2005

Fine clean rock with very positive holds. Start 25m right 
of the waterfall at the right end of the low section of wall 
10m right of the end of waterwashed rock.
  1 15m 4a Climb up left to finish up an exposed arête.

  2 30m – Climb up clean walls with bits of 
heather until right of the second pine.

  3 30m 4a Climb a large clean wall until it peters out 
then move left to climb another clean wall right of 
the chimney which bounds the rib of Tuit on the right.

  4 15m 4a Finish up the final wall.

aFad 11/4hr
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• 2   chiaroscuro 2 90m severe 4a 
FA Anthony ‘Ginger’ Cain & P.Davis 25 July 1982

Steep and exposed climbing on good clean rock, though 
the start may be wet. Start on the black water-washed 
rock at the right side of the waterfall just left of a 
prominent corner. 
  1 40m 4a Climb 10m up black rock on the left of 

the corner then move right into the grey crack in 
the corner. Follow this on superb holds to its top 
then move left up the wall to the first pine ledge.

  2 50m 4a Climb directly behind the pine for a few 
metres then left towards the base of a rib with 
a detached block. Step left round the block into 
the corner and ascend this and the clean wall 
above, stepping left round a rib at the top.

thE BoNaiD DhoNN

(BroWN BoNNEt)
The large buttress at the corner of Gleann Bianasdail. Its 
steepest and most compact part is a smooth wall in the 
centre, defined on its right by an obvious chimney-corner 
system (Safari VS) and on the left by a bulging buttress 
and corner-crack. At its best the rock is a compact 
immaculate Cambrian quartzite.
approach: As for Waterfall Buttress to the base of 
the ravine then head up leftwards to a compact buttress, 
from where a good goat track leads leftwards along an 
increasingly exposed dwindling terrace round the corner 

to beneath the crag. The routes on the flanks (1, 2 & 
10) start next to the path. The remaining routes on the 
main face are all either approached by scrambling up 
about 60 – 70m of rock and vegetation from the path, the 
easiest line leading slightly rightwards, starting from 
beneath the central chimney-corner system. For the 
routes away from the flanks a better approach may be to 
gain the top and abseil in to the chosen route. To locate 
the abseil point, follow the cliff top north from the top 
of Waterfall Buttress to just below the highest point. 

NH 023 656 alt: 460m aGabacad 11/2hr

 Karen Latter on 
the second pitch of 
Chiaroscuro.
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There is a slight bay (NH 022 657; 550m) beneath the last 
rise, marked by a cairn. Tucked under a small outcrop at 
the bottom right of the bay is a small exposed platform, 
from where the big south-facing sidewall of 9 North by 
North-West is visible. The abseil anchor requires large 
nuts and 8m of slings to reach the cliff edge. The abseil 
is 53m (60m ropes ideal), but possible with 50m ropes 
and a short scramble down with care.

Descent: There are no convenient descents – for 
the routes starting from the path, best to climb with 
rucksacks. Head north for 300m to a step down in the 
cliff top, then make a descending traverse south before 
scrambling down steep broken ground and heather to 
gain the goat track. Easier descents (with rucksacks) are 
also possible at the end of the cliff 1km further north, or 
the grass slope at the east end of Waterfall Buttress.

• 1   route 1 1 130m Difficult 
FA Jim & Pat Bell 9 August 1946

The original route with a delightful airy top pitch. Start 
from the goat track, right of the main section of the cliff 
beneath a ‘beak’ of rock at the corner of the glen just 
beyond a recess under an overhang. 
  1 30m Climb steep slabs to a recess at 20m 

then by the edge of a rock rib to a belay.
  2 25m After a move to the right climb a 

wall from a huge square block for 10m. 
Easier climbing leads to a stance.

  3 40m Climb up a rib then by a short steep 
wall. Continue up two consecutive 
steep ribs to easy ground (cairn).

  4 35m Continue in the same line up the final crux 
wall, steep and exposed on small, square-cut holds, 
followed by 10m of final scrambling to the top. 

• 2   route 2 1 110m Very Difficult 
FA Jim & Pat Bell 10 August 1946

Start about 100m left of Route 1 beyond steep walls 
and just before the rock becomes vegetated. Rounded 
ribs leading to a large overhang are visible above. Climb 
slabby walls for 10m then move left to climb the slabby 
ribs, passing the left side of the large overhang. Continue 
up towards the steep wall then traverse right about 20m 
to a chimney. Climb the wall right of the chimney then 
the chimney to above the overhang. Finish up the wall on 
the right leading to scrambling.

• 3   the creep 2 70m hVs 5a 
FA John Cunningham & Bill March 13 May 1971

Good climbing, poorly protected on pitch 1.
  1 40m 5a Move diagonally right, first crossing 

grass ledges then small rock ledges until close 
to the right arête. Move up to a ledge (PR) then 
directly up the wall to a roof. Belay on the right.

  2 30m 4c Continue up the overhanging corner 
directly above, finishing up a fine steep crack.

• 4   Dream ticket 3 60m E3 5c 
FA Tom Prentice & Charles French 17 July 1996

A stunning route up the immaculate wall right of Vertigo. 
“The rock is the finest quartzite around, compact and 

totally solid; the climbing pleasantly sustained and quite 
intimidating and the position superb.” – Prentice
Protection is good but spaced and a double set of cams up 
to 2" useful. Start at a large block at the base of the wall.
  1 45m 5c Climb ledges to a prominent pair of 

thin cracks then move up and right to the left 
end of a long overlap. Return back left into the 
centre of the wall and continue to a small overlap 
level with the top of the Vertigo flake. Pull over 
this, climb the crack above and follow a scoop 
right to belay on the right edge of the wall. 

  2 15m 5b Move back left and follow the right 
edge of the wall and easier ground to the top.
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• 8   superbug 1 85m Vs 4b 
FA Ross Jones & Andy Nisbet 14 May 2005

A direct line up the clean slabs on the left. Start below 
and left of a stepped corner.
  1 40m 4a Climb the slab direct to the large flake.
  2 45m 4b Move left and climb direct up 

slabs to break through a steep upper wall 
by flakes leading left. Step back right and 
finish at the top of the prominent arête.

• 9   North by North-West 3 45m E7 6b 
FA p1 Alastair Robertson, Paul Thorburn & Rick Campbell 19 July 
1997; p2 Paul Thorburn & Rick Campbell 20 July 1997

Climbs the steep right wall of the crest taken by A Walk 
on the Wild Side. Start on a grass ledge at the base of a 
wet corner, below a striking vertical crack.
  1 20m 5c Climb the crack past a hollow flake 

until near the huge roof then follow the thin 
break out left to belay on a small ledge on the 
arête. (Anchors on the large ledge 4m above.)

  2 25m 6b From just above the belay, follow a 
break dipping rightwards to the lower traverse 
in the roof. Follow this to a spike then climb the 
sustained right-slanting crack. Continue in the 
same line to gain a good hold at the top of a faint 
left-facing groove. Move up left to a break and 
follow this, pulling over a bulge onto the arête.

•10  a Walk on the Wild side 1 110m Very Difficult 
FA Ian Rowe & Sandy Trees 2 July 1967

Good climbing up the crest of the bulging buttress left 
of the big left-bounding corner. Start on the path where 
the angle relents, right of the first overhung bay. Ascend 
broken walls. Walk up left on heather to gain the base of 
the buttress. Follow a line of cracks and grooves near the 
crest, easier to the left, to finish by a fine exposed wall 
on the crest.

• 5   Vertigo 3 70m E1 5b 
FA John Cunningham & Bill March 13 May 1971

In the centre of the wall is a fine flake-crack with an 
overhanging base. Low in the grade.
  1 30m 4c Climb the flake-crack to small ledge.
  2 20m 5b Traverse left and step onto a steep 

grey wall. Move up and slightly left to an 
obvious spike. Move up the wall above then 
make an awkward move leftwards into a 
shallow corner, which is climbed to a ledge.

  3 20m 4b Climb direct over an overlap then trend 
rightwards towards an obvious easy corner. 
Avoid this by climbing the slab on the left.

• 6   Balances of fate 2 65m E2 5c 
FA Charles French & Tom Prentice 17 July 1996

Another excellent route, starting up the wall left of 
Vertigo and finishing up the steep crack directly above. 
Start as for Dream Ticket.
  1 35m 5b Climb up and left below the flake-crack 

of Vertigo. A small overlap guards access 
to the wall. Pull over at the narrowest point, 
continue straight up wall and follow a small slab 
to belay on top of the flake, as for Vertigo.

  2 30m 5c Traverse right and climb a steep 
undercut crack to slabbier ground above. Follow 
the prominent diagonal crack through a steep 
bulge to an awkward exit. Follow the groove and 
easier ground to belay right of a large block.

• 7   stoater 2 90m severe 4a 
FA John Cunningham & Bill March 13 May 1971

Start at a wide flake-crack left of Vertigo.
  1 45m 4a Climb the flake-crack. When this finishes 

climb the wall above to belay on a small rock 
ledge beneath a beak-shaped overhang.

  2 45m 4a Up to the overhang, over this and up 
the wall above on excellent holds, moving right 
through an overlap, to the top of the crag.
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Flowerdale
Wall

Playtime
Walls

Rum Doodle
Crag

Atlantic Wall

The Left Dome

Stone
Valley Crag

Red Wall
Crag

Viking
Crag

These crags lie south of the A832 west of Loch Maree 
on the rocky slopes of the small hill of Meall Lochan 
a’ Chleirich. They dry quickly due to their hummocky 
nature and this, together with the wonderful outlook 
over the sea and Baosbheinn makes it a very pleasant 
place to climb. Extensive planting of indigenous native 
tree species on the hillside as part of the Millennium 
Forestry Project is already transforming the open 
aspect of the lower slopes.
access: Parking for a half-dozen cars is possible just 
off the A832 by the side of a green barn at the north 

side of the road at NG 856 721 just beyond the east 
end of Loch Bad an Sgalaig. This is 5.5 miles/9km 
from Gairloch, or 0.6 mile/1km west of where the road 
leaves the Slattadale Forest if travelling from the east 
through Kinlochewe.
approach: Follow the track across the bridge heading 
south-east into the Flowerdale Forest (a deer forest, 
hence there are no trees!) towards Poca Buidhe for 
about 1km where the crags can be seen on the hillside 
on the left. Leave the track and cross two streams then 
steeply up the hillside to the crags. 

stoNE VallEY craGs

atlaNtic Wall
NG 866 718 alt: 210m
Well to the left of rum Doodle crag is a shallow 
amphitheatre with a short vertical back wall.

• 1   Mutineers 1 12m hVs 5a 
FA Blyth Wright, Lindsey Cannon & John Mackenzie 25 Aug 1997

Start to the right of the left edge of the crag. Go up a 
steepening wall direct to a short crack at the top. Turn 
this by a move on the left or climb it direct at 5c.

ad 30 – 45min
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 Photo Jim Buchanan, Wild West Topos.




